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Candidate Questions 

1. Please describe in light of the responsibilities of the RESNET Board why you are the right person to be a member of the RESNET 

Board of Directors 

As a large provider working in multiple markets I can bring a diverse understanding of the issues being faced by both rating providers and the 

builders we work for. Each market provides unique challenges and opportunities and our coverage footprint allows me to see these differences and 

provide input to the RESNET board on how we can become more effective serving these customers, especially large production builders. 

2. Why is this the right time for you to serve on the RESNET Board? 

I have over 15 years experience working in the rating industry and working with builders from large production to custom. My current position as VP 

- Building Science at TopBuild Home Services provides me with the opportunity to interact with large insulation companies, HVAC contractors and 

manufactures, and other trades involved in the construction of high efficiency homes. 

These relationships allow me to get input and feedback from RESNET's largest customers and the trades that provide the necessary skills to build 

these homes. 

3. Please explain your knowledge and/or experience in terms of each of the primary responsibilities of the RESNET Board 

My current position required that I provide strategic direction to a large rating/provider organization operating in multiple markets and provide 

financial oversight over it's multi-million dollar operation to ensure it's profitability. As part of a publicly traded company I am also required to 

ensure we meet all applicable state and IRS regulations. 

These responsibilities have provided me with the experience necessary to also provide this oversight to the RESNET organization to ensure it's 

successful operation. 

4. Describe your experience in either leadership and/or serving on the board of a non-profit organization. 

In addition to leading a testing company of over 80 employees I serve as the Chairman of the RESNET Ethics & Appeals Committee, and acted as 

Chairman of the WERS subcommittee to develop the WERS checklist for use by field inspectors upon implementation of the WERS standards.  I also 

serve on the EEBA Board of Directors and Executive Committee. 

5. What would you contribute to the RESNET Board? 

A great understanding of the needs of large production builders (RESNET largest customers) and the issues facing large RESNET providers over 

multiple markets. 
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